SERIES MODEL
♽䎃ဳ⯳䎃

MR-H15E MR-F15E
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
ᠲ  ᜰ ᒁ 䎃

MR-F17E

1. Names of the parts

1.

Temperature Control
(freezer compartment)

悐 ẞ⎵ 䧙

Top table (able to withstand
!"#$%&$'!#('$")*"+,,""-./

㷑⹎婧䭨ġĩ⅟ⅵ⭌Ī

暒㩫枪㩗炷侸䅙㷑⹎ĲııġɗĪ

Ice Tray / Ice Cube Box
⟹㕁墥⅘⟲䚌ġ焑屗⅘䙺

Freezer Pocket

Freezer Compartment Shelf

⅟ⅵ⭌攨㝞

⅟ⅵ⭌㒙㝞

Temperature Control
(refrigerator compartment)

Door Gaskets
攨⠲⭮䇯

㷑⹎婧䭨ġĩ⅟哝⭌Ī

Room Light

Free Pocket / Egg Rack

䄏㖶䅰

噳㝞ġ焑噳䚌

Refrigerator Compartment
Shelf (Large/Small)

Free Pocket (Large)
噳㝞ġĩ⣏Ī

⅟哝⭌㒙㝞炷⣏焑⮷Ī

Bottle Pocket

Vegetable Case

䒞仸⃚⬀㝞

哔厄䙺

Levelling Leg

Drain Pan

⎗婧㔜儛

⺊㯜䚌

This illustration shows series models MR-H15E, MR-F15E
㛔⚾䁢䲣↿✳嘇 MR-H15E, MR-F15E
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Temperature Control
(freezer compartment)

Top table (able to withstand
!"#$%&$'!#('$")*"+,,""-./

㷑⹎婧䭨ġĩ⅟ⅵ⭌Ī

暒㩫枪㩗炷侸䅙㷑⹎ĲııġɗĪ

Ice Tray / Ice Cube Box

Freezer Pocket

⟹㕁墥⅘⟲䚌ġ焑屗⅘䙺

⅟ⅵ⭌攨㝞

Freezer Compartment Shelf
⅟ⅵ⭌㒙㝞

Sliding Tray
㹹≽⺷⅘㷑⭌

Door Gaskets
攨⠲⭮䇯

Temperature Control
(refrigerator compartment)
㷑⹎婧䭨ġĩ⅟哝⭌Ī

Room Light

Free Pocket / Egg Rack

䄏㖶䅰

噳㝞ġ焑噳䚌

Refrigerator Compartment
Shelf (Large)

Bottle Pocket

⅟哝⭌㒙㝞炷⣏Ī

䒞仸⃚⬀㝞

Vegetable Case
哔厄䙺

Levelling Leg

Drain Pan

⎗婧㔜儛

⺊㯜䚌

This illustration shows series models MR-F17E
㛔⚾䁢䲣↿✳嘇 MR-F17E
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2. Installation

2.

Install on a completely flat and rigid surface.
Make the refrigerator level by rotating the
leveling leg located at the front right corner,
so the refrigerator is then solidly positioned.
Leave a clearance of at least 10cm between
the wall and the rear and both sides of the
refrigerator, and at least 30cm between the
top of the refrigerator and the surface immediately
above, so that the refrigerator does not touch
any of the surrounding surfaces.
Choose a location which is not exposed to
sunlight, is relatively free from dust, heat and
humidity, and offers good ventilation in order to
guarantee that heat radiation will not be impaired.

CAUTION
Never hold the frame when closing
the freezer compartment door as
your fingers may be caught in the
door and injured.
Keep ventilation openings in the appliance enclosure
and the built-in structure clear of obstruction.
Do not use mechanical devices or other
means to accelerate the defrosting process.
Do not use electrical appliances inside the food
storage compartments of the refrigerator unless
they are recommended by the manufacturer.
This appliance is not intended for use by young
children or infirm persons unless they have been
adequately supervised by a responsible person
to ensure that they can use the appliance safely.
Young children should be supervised to ensure
that they do not play with the appliance.

3. Electrical Connections

ా┬ਇቱᠲᧄ౽▫䎃䯸㜚ᒙ⠪⧯ήੱ⋙⼔੦ਇนᠲ䎃䯸
એ⏕ᠲో䎃䫻

3.

Important: For personal safety, this
appliance must be properly grounded.

The refrigerator should always be plugged
into its own individual electrical outlet.
This is recommended for best performance and
also in order to prevent the overloading of
household wiring circuits, which may cause a fire
hazard. Extension cords are not recommended.
Make sure that the outlet provides the correct voltage.
If your refrigerator has a grounding plug, use
it correctly. The 3-point plug must be inserted
into a mating 3-point grounded receptacle.
If the installation location does not have a
proper 3-point grounding wall receptacle, the
proper type must be installed. The ground
point should never be cut or removed.
If your refrigerator has an ungrounding plug, connect
the ground wire to the ground connection screw
provided at the lower rear side of the refrigerator.
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4. Operation

4.

1. Automatic Defrosting

Thanks to this refrigerator’s built-in automatic
defrosting timer and heater, defrosting is
performed automatically, so there’s no need
to defrost it manually.
The water produced during defrosting passes
through the drainage hose and collects in the
drain pan at the rear of the refrigerator.
It then evaporates automatically with heat
from the compressor.

2. Ice-making

Pour water into the ice tray making sure that
it does not overflow the partitions in the tray.
Place the tray on the freezer compartment shelf.
If too much water is poured into the tray,
it will be difficult to remove the ice.
Twist the ice tray gently to remove ice cubes.

3. Temperature Control

Both the freezer compartment and the
refrigerator compartment have a temperature
control.
The freezer and refrigerator controls are
interlinked. For example, to change the
temperature in the freezer, the freezer (A)
and refrigerator (B) controls must both be
adjusted.

1. For normal coolness in both compartments,
set (A) and (B) to the following positions.
(A) Temperature control of freezer
(A)

(B) Temperature control of refrigerator
(B)
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2. For maximum coolness in both compartments,
set (A) and (B) to the following positions.

3. For a cooler than normal temperature in the freezer
compartment, set (A) and (B) to the following positions.

4. For a cooler than normal temperature in the refrigerator
compartment, set (A) and (B) to the following positions.

5. Safety Advice

5.

The suggestions below apply to the operation of
your home electric refrigerator. Mitsubishi Electric
Corporation recommends these safety precautions.
If your old refrigerator is still in your house but
not in use, be sure to remove the door(s). This
will ensure that children will not get trapped inside.
Never unplug your refrigerator by pulling on
the cord. Always take hold of the plug firmly
and pull it straight out of the socket.
Do not operate your refrigerator in the
presence of explosive fumes.
Fizzy drinks should not be frozen.
Avoid immediate consumption of ice lollies
and other similar frozen food items.
If the power cord is damaged, call our Mitsubishi Electric
Service Center for a replacement in order to avoid a safety hazard.
This refrigerator uses flammable foaming gas for insulation.
Please deliver the unit to a specialized
industrial caste dealer for disposal.
Please follow applicable disposal regulations in your country.
If the refrigerator is not properly disposed of and a refrigerant
leak occurs, this may cause ignition or explosion.
This appliance is not intended for use by persons
(including children) with reduced physical, sensory
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision
or instruction concerning use of the appliance
by a person responsible for their safety. Children
should be supervised to ensure that they do not
play with the appliance.

⇧ᑜ᫈‛⯪ℂᤨ䎃䯸⺧ዂ㔐ᰃ⛎น⊛ᑜ‛⯪ℂ䎃䫻
⺧ଐᾖ⇧ኅ⯪ℂᑜ᫈‛⊛ᴺ䎃䫻
ᅤਇㆡ⇧⯪ℂᚗ㔐⒳ᵨṳ䎃䯸น⢻ᒁ⥌Άῃᚗ䎃䫻
㒰㕖ᤚᓧㆡ⇧ੱ⋙〈ᚗᜰዉᅤᠲᱝ㔚ེ䎃䯸
એ⏕↪⠪⊛ో䎃䯸ุೣᱝ㔚ེਗਇ㗍ᦼ㜚ᩰ䎃䫺
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ਇᦩᑲᱝ㔚ེ䎃䫻
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6. Maintenance

6.

When performing maintenance, make absolutely
sure that the power plug is first disconnected
from the power outlet.
Dip a soft cloth into cold or lukewarm water,
wring it out well and wipe.
If you do not clean the door gasket
(especially the lower part) when it is dirty,
the gasket will easily become damaged.
Therefore, keep it clean at all times.
Do not clean with cleanser, acids, benzine,
thinner, boiling water, soap powder,
chemical cloths or neutral detergent.
These will damage the paint finish and
external surfaces of your refrigerator.

CAUTION
Do not apply water directly
onto the refrigerator.
This may result in malfunction,
power leakage or fire.

The drain pan becomes dirty very easily and
if not cleaned regularly, produces bad odours.
Get into the habit of cleaning this pan regularly.
How to Remove the Drain Pan
To remove, raise the drain pan as shown.
To return to its original position do the reverse:
firmly push the mating section of the drain
pan into the hook.
(Insufficient push causes noise due to
vibration).

Drain Pan
⺊㯜䚌
(The drain pan is located at the rear of the refrigerator).
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How to Replace the Light
Warning: unplug the power cord as there is
a risk of electric shock.
Remove the room light located to the right
of the temperature control inside the
refrigerator compartment.
Purchase a 240V/15W room light
(special lamp cap E-12).

Room light
䄏㖶䅰
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7. Troubleshooting

7.

When the refrigerator fails to operate
Check for a power failure.
Check if the power cord is plugged into the power outlet.
Check that the fuse (or circuit-breaker) has not blown.
When the refrigerator is cooling excessively
The temperature control dial may be set too high.
If you place foodstuffs containing a lot of moisture
directly under the cool air outlets, they will freeze
easily. This does not indicate a malfunction.
When you hear a sound similar to flowing water
The sound of flowing water is the flow of refrigerant
(cooling gas). This does not indicate a malfunction.
When noise is produced by the fan grill of
the refrigerator
The noise produced by the fan grill will stop
at a certain fixed temperature. The airflow
cooling system inside the refrigerator is powered
by the operation of the fan motor and fan grill.
When noise is produced while the refrigerator door is open
When you open a door panel, plastic components
switch swiftly between hot and cold, and this
may produce noise. When the door is closed,
the noise will remain until the difference in
temperature is reduced.
When the refrigerator is not cooling sufficiently
The food may be packed too tightly together,
which blocks the flow of cool air.
You may have put hot or too many items into
the refrigerator.
The door may not have been closed properly.
The door gasket may be damaged.
The refrigerator may not be well-ventilated.
There may be insufficient clearance between
the refrigerator and the surfaces immediately
beside and above.
The temperature control dial may not be properly set.
When the front of the refrigerator cabinet heats up
In order to safeguard against condensation, there is an
anti-condensation pipe which heats up the front of the
cabinet when actuated. When the front of the cabinet is
warm, this does not indicate a malfunction. The more
often the door is opened and closed, the more often the
anti-condensation pipe is actuated. It is also actuated
immediately after the refrigerator has been installed.
In other words, the front of the cabinet often heats up.

䔞倥⇘㚱暄倚⽆暒㩫ℏ桐㌺㞝䘤↢
䔞⇘忼⚢⭂㹓灏㗪炻暒㩫ℏ桐㌺㞝䘤↢䘬暄
倚澳㚫 㬊ˤ潼ⅵ䲣䴙㗗䴻䓙暒㩫ℏ䘬桐楔忼
⍲㌺㞝㑵ἄ侴䓊䓇䘬ˤ
䔞倥⇘暄倚↢䎦䘬㗪῁ġĩ⛐暒㩫攨ㇻ攳㗪Ī
䓙㕤暒㩫ℏ䘬㹓灏㗗Ỷ㹓炻㓭㬌䔞暒㩫攨ㇻ攳㗪炻
㘾䨢㯋忚ℍ暒㩫炻⮶农⟹瀌悐ấ児僡炻
⚈侴䓊䓇暄倚炻㬌䲼Ⱄ㬋ⷠ䎦尉ˤ

Anti-condensation pipe
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When condensation forms on the exterior of
the refrigerator
Condensation may form on the exterior when
humidity is high, such as during the wet season.
This is comparable to condensation forming
on the outside of a glass when chilled water
is poured in; therefore, it does not indicate
a failure. Wipe dry with a dry cloth.
When the power plug is disconnected and
reconnected, and the compressor ceases to rotate
When the power plug is disconnected from
the power outlet and then immediately plugged
in again, the compressor may not restart.
Therefore, when unplugging the refrigerator,
always wait at least 5 minutes before plugging
it in again. If the compressor ceases to rotate
completely, keep the refrigerator unplugged and
wait at least 5 minutes before plugging it in again.
When the side panel of the cabinet heats up
The side panel of the cabinet will heat up
when the door is opened and closed frequently,
when installing the unit and when the unit
operates in summer in high temperatures.
In such cases, do not touch the panel.
This heat buildup is due to the dissipation
of heat absorbed from inside the cabinet
over the whole of the side panel and does
not indicate something wrong with the unit.

CAUTION
1. This appliance is designed for use in ambient
temperature listed below.

Ĳįġ忁暣☐怑䓐㕤ẍᶳ↿↢䘬䑘⠫㹓⹎ἧ䓐ˤ

MODEL NAME
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE RANGE CLIMATIC CLASS
MR-H15E, F15E, F17E-P
16 oC ~ 43 oC
T
MR-H15E, F15E, F17E-ML
16 oC ~ 43 oC
T
MR-H15E, F15E, F17E-H
16 oC ~ 38 oC
ST

The internal temperatures could be affected by
such factors as the location of the refrigerating
appliance, ambient temperature and the frequency
of door opening, and, if appropriate, a warning
that the setting of any temperature control device
might have to be varied to allow for these factors.
2. A rise in temperature of the frozen food during
manual defrosting, maintenance or cleaning
could shorten the storage life.
3. Food to be frozen is not to be placed in direct
contact with food in storage and, if appropriate,
that it could be necessary to reduce the quantity
to be frozen if freezing every day is anticipated.
4. The electrical power failure for 1-2 hour will only
slightly effect the inside temperature. However, open
& close of the door results in the temperature loss.
In case there is more than 24 hours electrical power
failure, the food should be taken out from the fridge.
5. In case you are leaving or there is no food in
the fridge for more than 3 weeks, The fridge
should be unplugged and cleaned.

✳嘇

MR-H15E, F15E, F17E-P
MR-H15E, F15E, F17E-ML
MR-H15E, F15E, F17E-H

ἧ䓐☐℟䘬䑘⠫㹓⹎䭬⚵ 㯋῁栆✳

16 oC ~ 43 oC
16 oC ~ 43 oC
16 oC ~ 38 oC

䅙ⷞ
䅙ⷞ
Ṇ䅙ⷞ

ℏ悐㹓⹎㚫⍿墥⅟暣☐䘬⬀㓦ỵ伖ˣ␐怕䑘⠫䘬㹓
⹎⍲㩫攨ㇻ攳䘬柣䌯侴⼙枧ˤ

ĳįġ⚈㬌婧㟉㹓⹎㍋㗪ㅱ⮵ㅱᶲ徘⚈䳈侴ἄ怑䔞䘬婧㔜ˤ

Ĵįġ⤪䓐Ṣㇳ㍏⇞昌曄ˣ䵕ᾖㆾ㶭㻼暒㩫㚫Ẍ⅟啷梇䈑
ġġġġ䘬㹓⹎㍸檀炻⽆侴䷖䞕梇䈑䘬⃚⬀㗪攻ˤ暨⅟啷䘬
ġġġġ梇䈑ᶵㅱ䚜㍍⬀㓦㕤⅘㟤ℏ炻劍暨天㭷⣑悥⿍ⅵ梇䈑炻
ġġġġㅱ⮯⬀㓦䘬㔠慷㷃⮹ˤ
ĵįġ 暣ġĲġ军ġĳġ⮷㗪⎒㚫庽⽖⼙枧ℏ悐㹓⹎炻Ữ攳斄㩫
ġġġġ攨㚫Ẍ⅟㯋㳩⣙炻㹓⹎ᶲ⋯ˤ劍 暣崭忶ġĳĵġ⮷㗪炻
ġġġġㅱ䦣崘暒㩫ℏ䘬梇䈑ˤ

Ķįġ⤪㝄Ἀ㚫暊⭞侴暒㩫⮯㚫崭忶ġĴġ㗇㛇ᶵ⬀㓦梇䈑炻
ġġġġ婳⮯暣㸸䶂㉼㌱⍲㶭㻼暒㩫ˤ
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HEAD OFFICE : TOKYO BUILDING 2-7-3, MARUNOUCHI, CHIYODA-KU, TOKYO 100-8310, JAPAN
PHONE: +81 (3) 3218-2111
http://Global.MitsubishiElectric.com

ᶱ厙暣㨇㟒⺷Ể䣦
䷥℔⎠烉˲ĲııĮĹĴĲıġ㖍㛔㜙Ṕ悥⋫ẋ䓘⋨ᷠᷳℏĳĮĸĮĴġĩ㜙Ṕ⣏Ī
暣娙烉ĬĹĲġĩĴĪġĴĳĲĹĮĳĲĲĲ
ũŵŵűĻİİňŭŰţŢŭįŎŪŵŴŶţŪŴũŪņŭŦŤŵųŪŤįŤŰŮ

SOLE AGENT in Hong Kong
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC (HONG KONG) LIMITED
20/F., Cityplaza One, 1111 King's Road,
Taikoo Shing, Hong Kong
Tel. (852) 2510 0555
Fax: (852) 2234 5138
楁㷗䷥ẋ䎮
ᶱ厙暣㨇ġĩ楁㷗Īġ㚱旸℔⎠
楁㷗⣒⎌❶劙䘯忻ĲĲĲĲ嘇ġ⣒⎌❶ᷕ⽫ᶨ⹏ġĳı㦻
暣娙ĻġĩĹĶĳĪġĳĶĲıġıĶĶĶġġġġġġġ⁛䛇ĻġĩĹĶĳĪġĳĳĴĵġĶĲĴĹ

SOLE AGENT in Singapore
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC ASIA PTE LTD
307, ALEXANDRA ROAD
# 05-01/02
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC BUILDING
SINGAPORE 159943
Head Office: Tel. (65) 6473-2308
SOLE AGENT in Malaysia
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC SALES MALAYSIA SDN. BHD. (CO.NO.:11098W)
LOT 11, JALAN 219,
PO BOX 1036,
46860, PETALING JAYA,
SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN,
MALAYSIA.
Head Office: Tel. (603) 7955-2088 (10 lines)
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